Again I went about the country, covetous—seeking another piece of
timber.
Finally, I located some logs just out. Young Richardson, another farmer
some miles away, had dropped about twenty thousand feet of red oak to
the ground and the logs were lying there on the slippery hillside to be
hauled. We bought and paid for them! I borrowed that money from an
apprentice, Alden Dow.
But unfortunately we were soon on our way to Arizona. The Fellow-
ship is an outdoor affair. We need to be outdoors on buildings as much of
the time as possible. Inasmuch as it costs thirty-five hundred dollars to
heat all of Taliesin and Hillside, we go out to Phoenix, Arizona, in winter,
and on into the desert to build a camp of our own to work with and work
in. We called it Taliesin West.
Meantime Tom King, local attorney-banker, had accepted a collection
item against me of several hundred dollars for a disputed account with
an eastern publishing house. This house was receiver-holder of Payson
(Disappearing City) from whom I had bought back the copyright and
'remainder* of that book. I disputed the account because I had returned the
'remainder' when I found the books unbound. Nevertheless the long arm
of the law, learning of the logs (the 'long arm' owned the local lumber-
yard too) the neighbouring banker-lawyer 'attached' them. We, who
merely bought and paid for them, first learned of the act upon our return
from Arizona the following spring when we went to haul our logs. The
Law and taxes never sleep where money is at stake, and often make
very little noise on the way to execution. Tom, the lawyer's banker (and
the bank's lawyer), had posted a sign on the fence near the family chapel
yard conforming to legal requirements (so he said), but a notice which
none of us ever saw, nor could see because we were two thousand miles
away.
This was a blow, hard as it was unexpected—another kind of boot with
a hard heel, a hustling sort. But recovering and visiting the scene we
found a few thousand feet the Law had left behind. (Overlooked.) The
Law should never play that way.
We ruefully hauled these remaining logs. But no use.
CATASTROPHE
Before we could get them into boards came the national CATASTROPHE!
Labour in the U.S.A. went on 'relief'.
On account of 'relief* we, the Taliesin Fellowship (in partnership with
labour), had no more use for building materials for several years to come*
Our labour had been 'bid in* to rest—relieved.
I mention this entirely legal interference with our plans and specifica-
tions as the final blow, but characteristic of the very many ultra-legal, but
entirely unjust interferences from first to last, partly because, though all
were desperate for 'money*, none could be had by labour, none at all unless
by gift. It would be too tedious to remember .most of the circumstances
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